Assessment of volumetric noise and resolution performance for linear and nonlinear CT reconstruction methods.
For nonlinear iterative image reconstructions (IR), the computed tomography (CT) noise and resolution properties can depend on the specific imaging conditions, such as lesion contrast and image noise level. Therefore, it is imperative to develop a reliable method to measure the noise and resolution properties under clinically relevant conditions. This study aimed to develop a robust methodology to measure the three-dimensional CT noise and resolution properties under such conditions and to provide guidelines to achieve desirable levels of accuracy and precision. The methodology was developed based on a previously reported CT image quality phantom. In this methodology, CT noise properties are measured in the uniform region of the phantom in terms of a task-based 3D noise-power spectrum (NPStask). The in-plane resolution properties are measured in terms of the task transfer function (TTF) by applying a radial edge technique to the rod inserts in the phantom. The z-direction resolution properties are measured from a supplemental phantom, also in terms of the TTF. To account for the possible nonlinearity of IR, the NPStask is measured with respect to the noise magnitude, and the TTF with respect to noise magnitude and edge contrast. To determine the accuracy and precision of the methodology, images of known noise and resolution properties were simulated. The NPStask and TTF were measured on the simulated images and compared to the truth, with criteria established to achieve NPStask and TTF measurements with <10% error. To demonstrate the utility of this methodology, measurements were performed on a commercial CT system using five dose levels, two slice thicknesses, and three reconstruction algorithms (filtered backprojection, FBP; iterative reconstruction in imaging space, IRIS; and sinogram affirmed iterative reconstruction with strengths of 5, SAFIRE5). To achieve NPStask measurements with <10% error, the number of regions of interest needed to be greater than 65. To achieve TTF measurements with <10% error, the contrast-to-noise ratio of the edge needed to be ≥15, achievable by averaging multiple slices across the same edge. The NPStask measured on a commercial CT system showed IR's reduced noise (IRIS, 30% and SAFIRE5, 55%) and "waxier" texture (peak frequencies: FBP, 0.25 mm(-1); IRIS, 0.23 mm(-1); and SAFIRE5, 0.16 mm(-1)). The TTF measured within the axial plane showed improved in-plane resolution with SAFIRE5 at the TTF 50% frequency, f50 (FBP, 0.36-0.41 mm(-1); SAFIRE5, 0.37-0.46 mm(-1)). The TTF measured along the axial direction showed improved z-direction resolution with thinner slice thickness (f50: 0.6 mm, 0.35-0.79 mm(-1); 1.5 mm, 0.22-0.3 mm(-1)) and with SAFIRE5 (f50: FBP, 0.35-0.52 mm(-1); SAFIRE5, 0.42-0.79 mm(-1)). Both in-plane and z-direction resolution of SAFIRE5 showed strong dependency on contrast, reflecting SAFIRE5's nonlinearity. A methodology was developed to measure three-dimensional CT noise and resolution properties for iterative reconstruction, especially at challenging measurement conditions with low contrast and high image noise. The methodology also demonstrated its utility for evaluating commercial CT systems.